Yes

Partly

No

There is a senior leader responsible for literacy across the
curriculum. The monitoring of impact of literacy strategies
by the Leadership Team and governors ensures that
progress is regularly reviewed and next steps identified.
Data is used effectively to target pupil progression in
reading, writing, speaking and listening and this is
communicated to all teachers. Appropriate support and
intervention is provided where necessary.
Common literacy targets are identified for each year group
and built into subject plans. Subject leaders liaise with the
English department to ensure that everyone is aware of the
literacy demands within subjects.
Literacy skills are taught consistently and systematically in
all subject areas. Skills taught in English are consolidated,
reinforced and embedded in other subject areas.
Expectation of standards of accuracy and presentation are
similar in all classrooms. Teachers’ marking supports key
literacy points and common misspellings; punctuation and
grammar errors are dealt with appropriately and
consistently. Teachers across the curriculum use the same
terminology.
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Evidence to support this judgement

All teachers are equipped to deal with literacy issues in
their subject, both generically and specifically. Training and
CPD is focused on need and is effective in impacting on
standards. All staff have been trained.
The same strategies, such as the teaching sequence for
writing, active reading strategies, planning speaking and
listening for learning, are used across the school.
Teachers are explicit when they are teaching about
important core skills that pupils are using: for example,
how to skim or scan a text.
Teachers make expectations clear before they begin a task
– such as sharing the conventions of a particular text type.
Teachers reinforce the importance of accuracy of spoken
language by modelling standard English and correcting
incorrect grammar in speech (such as ‘we was’, we done… )
Pupils and parents understand the importance of
developing literacy and know their role in supporting
further development.
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